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Experts disconnected by media and politicians
Accurate and trustworthy information by experts - an urgent mission

Hans Ehdwall, Nuclear Safety and Training centre, KSU
Agneta Rising, Vattenfall, Ringhals

The Nuclear Power Analysis Group in Sweden
Sweden was one of the first countries outside the Soviet Union to be affected in
1986 by fall-out from the Chernobyl accident, which created an acute demand for
correct information about reactor safety and effects of ionising radiation.

A precursor to the Swedish Nuclear Training and Safety Centre, KSU, assumed in
1986 an important role in informing the general public, by using established press
channels, by issuing newsletters, booklets and videotapes, and by sending mobile
measuring units to the contaminated regions in Sweden.

What started as an acute effort, has since then continued as a permanent activity, as
the Chernobyl accident re-opened the nuclear issue as a subject of political
controversy in Sweden. As on previous occasions in the debate about nuclear power,
the arguments in the public and political debate were largely of scientific or technical
nature, and very often grossly erroneous. Such technical false conceptions have
often found their way to leading decisions-makers in politics and mass media.

Corrections and refutations of this kind often require considerable expert knowledge,
a scientific aitude but also a pedagogic interest. Often time-consuming research
into particular issues is needed. The traditional information departments at the
utilities are not very well equipped to handle such situations.

The Analysis Group on nuclear power, attached to KSU, has therefore, on behalf of
the utilities, been given the responsibility to generate factual information on nuclear
power issues that might arise in the media or in the political and public debate.

The communication mandate of the Analysis Group covers nuclear safety, the
effects of ionising radiation, and comparative risk assessments. It does not include
economy, energy requirements, nuclear waste or utility policy issues. Within its
mandate the Analysis Group has a freedom to operate with independence and on its
own merits.

Public debate
The Analysis Group disseminates its material mainly to key recipients - decision-
makers and moulders of public opinion such as politicians, journalists who cover
energy issues, energy experts and the education community. One important task is
to take an active part in the public debate in newspapers, radio and TV.
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Other important targets are the utilities themselves, whose staff often is exposed to
unsettling accusations and rumours on issues outside their personal experience.

It is important that all information from the Analysis Group is generated with great
accuracy and based on a scientific approach, but in a form that can easily be
understood. Furthermore it need to be presented at the right time without delay. This
can only be reconciled by means of broad competence, available on short notice,
and an almost continuous exchange of ideas between the experts in the group.

The Analysis Group consists of a few persons employed by KSU and a group of
expert consultants. In total there are now 10 members of the Group and they come
from within and outside the nuclear power industry. The Group represents long-
standing experience of nuclear power plant operation, reactor safety analysis, fuel
cycle issues, health physics, and radiation biology, as well as of editorial work. Most
of the members have full time jobs beside their engagement in the Group.

The members are chosen on their personal merits rather than as representatives of
the organisations.

The Analysis Group convenes weekly by telephone to discuss current events and
decide on appropriate measures. Its main communication channels are the
newsletter,,Bakgrund" (,,Back-ground") and fact sheets, which are issued in response
to questions arising in the debate. A too], which has been growing in importance
during 1998, is the homepage, www.apec.se.

The Group also receives requests for status report and lectures on technical issues
from administrators, political organisations, trade unions etc.

The Swedish Nuclear Power Analysis Group is well known and established in the
Swedish political debate on nuclear issues. Many representatives of mass media, the
scientific establishment, of political parties and trade unions, have a great confidence
in material published by the Analysis Group.

Opinion polls
Since 1987 the Analysis Group has arranged opinion polls on the nuclear issue.
Some of the questions have been used in long series, which is looked upon as the
standard opinion poll series about the nuclear power policy in Sweden.

Today the nuclear power in Sweden is still an open question. While the politicians
maintain that they are simply reacting to ,public unease', opinion polls clearly
demonstrate that, in reality, this unease is not a widespread phenomenon. Swedes
place nuclear power very low down on the list of issues, which evoke a sense of
anxiety. A clear majority, women included, wants to postpone the nuclear phase-out.

Despite the positive attitude towards nuclear power, the general public has
consistently underestimated the positive attitude of researchers - probably because
they have been silent in the debate but also because the mass media has not
actively investigated their views. Such observations have been published in the US
(1), Germany 2) and Sweden 3).
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Experts disconnected by media and politicians
In a recently published Swedish opinion poll among independent experts in science
and technology 3) it was shown that 91 % want to use the existing reactors as long
as they fulfil the safety requirements. The independent experts are very positive to
nuclear power, but this is not known to the public.

In the report, the general public's opinion on nuclear was compared to that of
independent experts. The authors, Professor rgen Westerstihl and Assistant
Professor Folke Johansson, University of Gothenburg, also analysed the Swedish
energy policy in the light of the fact that the Swedish nuclear power programme was
built up through a close co-operation between politicians, scientists and the industry.
The politicians who have now decided to start phasing-out nuclear power are acting
of their own.

To find out the attitude to nuclear power among the independent experts the poll was
made at Swedish universities. All full professors at the science and engineering
faculties/universities, in all 627 persons, got a questionnaire. The answer frequency
was 60%.

The diagram below shows the main results of the study. The support for nuclear
power is good from the general public, but the independent experts, the top
academics are extremely positive, especially to further development of nuclear
power.
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In another part of the study it is shown that the general public has high confidence in
experts and low confidence in government and politicians. But the general public
has a false perception of the experts' opinion on nuclear. The general public
believes that only 31 % of the experts want to ,develop nuclear and if needed to build
new reactors", but in the real world 61 of the experts support the development of
new nuclear power units. The general public believes that most of the experts, 56%,
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want to ,use nuclear until the existing reactors are closed because of safety
reasons", but in reality only 30 of the experts had that opinion.

The report discusses reasons for the general public's misperception of the attitude by
the experts to nuclear power. It is shown in the report that the main reason for this is
that the media conveys the wrong message that the experts are not very positive to
nuclear power.

When it comes to information about energy and nuclear power, 87% of the general
public has very high/rather high confidence in experts in natural science and
technology. Members of the government only get 36% confidence and politicians in
general as low as 21 %. The authors state, that is serious for the society that the
general public does not know the expert's view on nuclear. This leaves the nuclear
arena open to political party tactics.
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